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Abstract Quantitative thermal measurements with spatial resolution allowing the
examination of objects of submicron dimensions are still a challenging task. The
quantity of methods providing spatial resolution better than 100 nm is very limited.
One of them is scanning thermal microscopy (SThM). This method is a variant of
atomic force microscopy which uses a probe equipped with a temperature sensor
near the apex. Depending on the sensor current, either the temperature or the ther-
mal conductivity distribution at the sample surface can be measured. However, like
all microscopy methods, the SThM gives only qualitative information. Quantitative
measuring methods using SThM equipment are still under development. In this paper,
a method based on simultaneous registration of the static and the dynamic electrical
resistances of the probe driven by the sum of dc and ac currents, and examples of its
applications are described. Special attention is paid to the investigation of thin films
deposited on thick substrates. The influence of substrate thermal properties on the
measured signal and its dependence on thin film thermal conductivity and film thick-
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ness are analyzed. It is shown that in the case where layer thicknesses are comparable
or smaller than the probe–sample contact diameter, a correction procedure is required
to obtain actual thermal conductivity of the layer. Experimental results obtained for
thin SiO2 and BaTiO3layers with thicknesses in the range from 11 nm to 100 nm are
correctly confirmed with this approach.
Keywords Finite element method · Numerical analysis · Scanning thermal
microscopy · Thermal conductivity measurement · Thin layers
Introduction
Rapid progress in the manufacturing of various types of structures and devices at
micro- and nanometer scales, such as nanocomposites, superlattices, microelectronic,
and optoelectronic devices, creates the need for a thorough understanding of the
submicron-scale thermal transport mechanisms. For the vast majority of such devices,
thermal management, thermal performance and efficiency of heat dissipation are
important issues regarding the design and proper functioning as well as main fac-
tors restraining the progressive process of miniaturization.
Among many micro- and nanostructures, thin layers have attracted considerable
attention due to their wide range of possible applications in e.g., microelectronics,
data storage devices, or multilayer coatings. Thermal properties of thin films have been
extensively investigated for a variety of materials [1–5] using different techniques, e.g.,
the 3ω method [6] and the thermo-reflectance technique [7–9]. The thermal conduc-
tivity of thin films may be considerably lower than that of bulk materials and for most
of them a decrease of the thermal conductivity is observed with a decrease in the layer
thickness [10–12]. This is mainly due to structural defects or interfacial boundaries
introducing additional thermal resistance and acting as potential scattering centers for
heat carriers (electrons in metals and phonons in dielectrics). In the case of very thin
films, the restriction of phonon and electron heat transport can also be caused by reduc-
tion of the number of available dimensions. The mean free path (MFP) for electrons in
metals at room temperature is about 10 nm, and for phonons in the dielectrics and semi-
conductors is in the range between 10 nm and 100 nm [13]. If the structure size becomes
comparable to or smaller than the MFP of energy carriers, processes connected with the
heat transport become qualitatively different from those in the macroscopic systems
and effects associated with the wave nature of heat carriers emerge.
In classical thermodynamics, thermal transport is described by Fourier’s law and the
validity of its application determines the boundary between the classical and nanoscale
description of heat transport. In nanoscale regime, sub-continuum effects need to be
considered, thus description based on continuum heat transport equations is no longer
valid [11].
In theoretical descriptions of heat transfer in nanoscale, most approaches are based
on numerically solving the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) [14,15] or on molec-
ular dynamics simulations [16,17]. While the dimensions of the structure reach scales
comparable to the MFP of heat carriers, a transition of heat transport mechanism from
diffusive to ballistic occurs, which has been widely investigated for various types of
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structures [14,18–22]. The dependence of effective thermal conductivity, κ , on struc-
ture size can be described by the equation [23–25]:














where L is the characteristic size of the structure (e.g., the thickness of the layer), λ is
the MFP of heat carriers, and κ0is the thermal conductivity of a bulk material. When
λ  L , κ tends to κ0, and its value does not depend on the size. The heat transport
has diffusive character and can be described by the Fourier’s law. When λ  L , the
ballistic heat transport occurs and κ depends linearly on L . In this case, the heat flux
does not depend on the temperature gradient but on the temperature difference [23,25].
As the thermal conductivity changes with the thickness of the layer and depends
on layer inner structure (e.g., grain size), it is very difficult to estimate it theoretically.
The only possibility to determine the thermal conductivity is to measure it. However,
standard measuring methods are not applicable for thin films. This is why development
of new methods for investigating thermal properties that provide sufficient resolution
is important. Scanning thermal microscopy (SThM) is a technique which can be used
for investigation of thermal transport in nanoscale and determination of local thermal
properties. It utilizes standard scanning probe microscope system equipped with a
thermal module and a thermal probe. There are two standard SThM operation modes
available. In the passive mode, the probe serves as a temperature sensor and a temper-
ature distribution along sample surface is measured. In the active mode, the probe acts
as a sample heater and the temperature sensor simultaneously, and a distribution of
local thermal conductivity can be obtained [26,27]. The SThM allows highly localized
measurements of thermal properties of micro- and nanostructures [28–30]. Nanofab-
ricated thermal probes (NThP) provide spatial resolution better than 100 nm [31], and
good temperature sensitivity. SThM has been used to study the thermal properties of
various thin films, e.g., meso-porous silicon films [32,33], nanocrystalline diamond
films [34], amorphous silicon films [35], or diamond-like nanocomposite films [36].
More information about the technique can be found in the SThM review article [37]. In
the case of bulk materials or relatively thick samples, the thermal conductivity is usu-
ally determined from calibration curve obtained from SThM measurements performed
for reference samples of known thermal properties. Measurements can be carried out
in different SThM operation modes. Selected examples can be found in Refs [38–41].
The method for quantitative SThM measurement based on simultaneous determina-
tion of the static and dynamic NThP resistances was proposed by a few authors of this
paper. Details of the method are given in Sect. 1.
In the case of a very thin film, the SThM signal is influenced not only by the thermal
properties of the film, but also by the thermal properties of the substrate. It is justified
to assume, that the influence of the substrate should be taken into account for films
of thicknesses smaller than, or comparable to the depth resolution of the SThM probe
[32,33]. This resolution is estimated to be at most a few times the range of the radius of
the probe–sample contact [32], which in case of NThP is of the order of 100 nm. The
problem of measuring the thermal properties of thin films using SThM and the corre-
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lation between the effective thermal conductivity (or thermal resistance) of a thin layer
and layer thickness have been investigated e.g., in [12,42]. One of the major problems
associated with the use of SThM for quantitative measurements is the lack of a sat-
isfactory model describing the processes occurring in the probe–sample system. The
complex geometry of the probe, especially the NThP, impedes the creation of proper
analytical description. In this case, an interesting tool for the analysis of processes in
the probe–sample system is numerical simulation based on the finite element method
(FEM) [43–47]. So far, we have presented the probe–sample FEM model [39,48]
which allowed accurate modeling of the basic physical processes occurring during the
SThM measurement. It enabled the estimation of the dynamic range of signal changes
and determining the highest sensitivity regime. In this work, we present the results of
numerical simulations of SThM measurement on a layered sample. The influence of
the substrate thermal conductivity and thickness as well as the layer thermal conduc-
tivity on the SThM signal is investigated. The layer thicknesses varied between 0.01
μm and 100 μm. Based on the obtained results, a general procedure was proposed
which allows for the correction of the apparent thermal conductivity value obtained
directly from the experiment by taking into account the thickness of the investigated
layer and the thermal conductivity of substrate. Experimental results carried out for
selected thin layers complement the analysis.
1 Quantitative Scanning Thermal Microscopy with dc+ac-Driven
Thermal Probe
As mentioned in the Introduction, SThM can give information about local temperature
(in passive mode), or local thermal conductivity (in active mode) of the sample. Quan-
titative thermal measurement with SThM equipment is accomplished by relatively
low sensitivity of SThM signal to variations of thermal conductivity of the sample.
The thermal model of NThP, which allows analysis of the sample thermal conduc-
tivity on the SThM signal, was proposed in Ref. [49]. A probe–sample system was
modeled using electrical analogies of heat flows. It was shown that the sample ther-





where r is the probe–sample contact radius. However, this thermal resistance is con-
nected in series with the thermal resistance of the physical contact between probe
and sample, and the constriction thermal resistance of the NThP. It makes absolute
determination of R difficult. Moreover, the main heat flux from heated probe region
flows through the probe cantilever to the probe mount. Because of these two facts,
SThM signal changes caused by changes of the thermal conductivity of the sample do
not exceed a few per cent.
The absolute value of the signal changes can be increased by increasing the heat dis-
sipated in the NThP. However, two limitations must be taken into account. According
to the probe specification given by the manufacturer, the maximum dc probe current
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for NThP is limited to about 2.2 mA. However, starting from 1.8 mA to 1.9 mA probe
degradation was observed. For currents of about 1.7 mA the SThM signal changes
are low and must be detected on relatively high dc background. A possible solution
is driving the NThP with ac current. Such technique combined with third harmonic
detection is popular for Wollaston wire thermal probes. But in the case of NThPs,
periodical probe heating causes periodical probe bending, which affects mechani-
cal stability of the probe and makes the measurement difficult or even impossible.
Such effect is not present in case of dc techniques, however, in this case, the sensi-
tivity to the thermal properties is low. The solution to these problems was proposed
in Ref. [50]. The idea was to make use of good points of dc and ac experiments.
DC techniques assure mechanical stability of the probe–sample system, while ac
techniques allows improvement of signal-to-noise ratio thanks to lock-in signal detec-
tion. In the mentioned paper, we proposed the technique based on measurement with
dc-biased NThP with small ac component superimposed. It was shown that the ac
component of the probe voltage is three times more sensitive to the changes of the
sample thermal conductivity than the dc one. It is also important that information
about the sample thermal properties can be obtained likewise from the phase shift
of the ac component. Moreover, the ratio (Rd−Rs)in
(Rd−Rs)out (where Rs and Rd are static and
dynamic NThP electrical probe resistances, and subscript “in” stands for measure-
ment done for NThP in contact with the sample, and subscript “out”—for the NThP
in air) measured at low frequency is equal to the ratio of effective thermal resis-
tances to the heat transport from the probe to its surrounding in mentioned cases. This
ratio depends on the sample thermal conductivity and is immune to environmental
conditions.
The usefulness of the proposed technique was proved experimentally. In the next
Section, the problem of determination of the thermal conductivity of thin films is
analyzed.
2 Numerical Analysis
As mentioned in the previous section, to obtain the actual value of thermal conductivity
of the film in the case of film thicknesses comparable with the diameter of the probe–
sample contact, the influence of the thermal properties of the film substrate must be
taken into account. The analysis of this influence is presented in this section. This
analysis was carried out based on finite element model of the probe–sample system.
The geometry of the electro-thermal finite element model of the probe–sample
system, created in COMSOL Multiphysics, is presented in Fig. 1.
A detailed description of the individual components of the model as well as their
geometrical and material parameters can be found in [39]. The sample is mod-
eled by a hemisphere substrate with a flat layer which is in contact with the probe
tip. The diameter of the probe–sample contact area is 100 nm, which is the esti-
mated value of the tip radius. The probe–sample contact is surrounded by air. By
virtue of the symmetry of the system, only half of the probe and the sample are
needed to be considered. The boundary and initial conditions set into the model
were
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Fig. 1 The geometry of the
probe–sample model (a). The
sample consists of hemisphere
substrate with a layer and is
surrounded by air (b).
Magnification of the area of the
probe–sample contact (c). The




surrounding air—6, and contact
layer—7
Fig. 2 An exemplary temperature distribution in the probe–sample system (a). Temperature distribution
in the x = 0 plane (the upper plane of the probe substrate) (b). Magnified area in the vicinity of the probe–
sample contact (c). The calculations were made for a probe current of 1.5 mA, κ = 10 W·m−1·K−1, κ0 =
100 W·m−1·K−1, and d = 1 µm.
• temperature and the heat flux continuity assumed at all inner boundaries,
• thermal insulation and electrical grounding at the symmetry plane,
• convective cooling on remaining outer boundaries,
• constant electric current density through the outer cross section of the contact,
• initial temperature of 293.15 K and electric potential of 0 V.
The thickness of the layer, d, and its thermal conductivity, κ , as well as the thermal
conductivity of the substrate, κ0, were the parameters of the simulation. The model
allowed for the determination of the voltage drop on the probe heated by a constant
current and being in thermal contact with the layered sample, as a function of those
parameters. The probe current was 1.5 mA. The probe signal was calculated for thin
film thermal conductivity ranging from 0.5 W·m−1·K−1 to 1000 W·m−1·K−1 and
thickness ranging from 10 nm to 100 µm. Simulations were performed for two ther-
mal conductivities of the substrate: 10 W·m−1·K−1 and 100 W·m−1·K−1. These two
values were chosen to simulate actual layers deposited on poor and well-conductive
substrates, i.e., glass or silicone and to compare the influence of the substrate thermal
properties on measured signal in both cases.
The exemplary temperature distribution in the probe–sample system calculated
using presented model is presented in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 3 Normalized spreading
thermal resistance of the layered





The highest temperatures are observed in the area of the resistive strip of the probe.
The temperature disturbance penetrates the sample, however, noticeable temperature
rise is observed only in the close vicinity of the probe–sample contact. Thus, it can be
concluded that the probing depth is primarily determined by the diameter of the probe–
sample contact. During active SThM experiments heat enters the sample through the
circular probe–sample contact area. In the case of heat entering an isotropic half-space
through circular area, the flux lines spread apart and the heat is conducted away from
the source area. The thermal resistance in such case is called a spreading thermal
resistance. Extensive thermal resistance analysis for a wide variety of cases can be
found in [51]. The case of a thin layer on a substrate corresponds to a spreading
thermal resistance of a half-space system containing a single layer on a substrate.
For a circular source of radius a in contact with an isotropic layer of thickness d and
thermal conductivity κ , which is in perfect thermal contact with an isotropic half-space
of thermal conductivity κ0, the normalized spreading resistance, i.e., the ratio of the
spreading resistance of the layered system Rspr to the one of the isotropic half-space







λ2 exp (ζd/a) + λ1 exp (−ζd/a)




where λ1 = (1 − κ0/κ), λ2 = (1 + κ0/κ), and parameter ζ is a dummy variable
of integration. Normalized spreading resistances, calculated according to the Eq. 3
for a wide range of dimensionless layer thickness d/a and layer thermal conductivity
κ/κ0 are presented in Fig. 3. The main conclusion which can be drawn from Fig. 3
is that the influence of the substrate on the total thermal spreading resistance of the
system disappears for the layers thicker than a few source radii a. An exact thickness
of the layer for which the influence of the substrate can be neglected depends on the
layer thermal conductivity and is smaller for lower κ . The results showed in Fig. 3
confirm the statement that the temperature disturbance in analyzed system propagates
on distances comparable with the source diameter.
The theoretical analysis based on Eq. 3 allows the estimation of the layer thickness
for which the influence of the heat transport in the substrate on the spreading resistance
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of the system is negligible, and the layered sample can be treated as a homogeneous
one. However, the effective thermal resistance depends on the spreading resistance of
the probe–sample contact in a complex way. Detailed analysis can be found in [50].
Because of many parameters of the model, analytical analysis of the influence of κ ,
κ0, and d on measured signal is a complex task. This is why the analysis was carried
out by the use of numerical model of the experiment. Presented numerical FEM model
includes all elements that contribute to the total thermal resistance of the probe–sample
system. The contact thermal resistance was taken into account by addition of a small
cylindrical contact layer connecting the probe and sample, with a diameter of 100 nm.
Such a model allows the calculation of the probe signal in contact with a thin layer,
which may be directly compared with the actual values obtained during the real exper-
iment. In the frame of the quantitative analysis, the probe signal dependence on the
thickness and the thermal conductivity of the layer was investigated for two thermal
conductivities of the substrate. Figure 4 shows the relative probe voltage changes as
a function of thermal conductivity ratio κ/κ0 and the relative layer thickness d/a, cal-
culated for the substrate thermal conductivities κ0 = 10 W·m−1·K−1 (Fig. 4a) and
100 W·m−1·K−1 (Fig. 4b). Comparing the results obtained by theoretical analysis and
numerical simulations, it can be stated that changes of the thermal spreading resistance
of the sample shown in Fig. 3, which are a few orders of magnitude, are much higher
than the relative changes of the probe signal shown in Fig. 4, which are only a few per-
cent. This is due to the fact that the spreading thermal resistance of the sample is only
one component constituting the total thermal resistance of the probe–sample system,
which determines the signal measured in the experiment. In contrast to the theoreti-
cal results presented in Fig. 3, which depends only on κ/κ0 ratio, the probe voltage
dependence on κ/κ0 is different for different thermal conductivities of the substrate,
as it is shown in Fig. 4c. Therefore, it must be calculated separately for each specific
substrate.
The numerical data shown as a function of layer thickness for various layer thermal
conductivities are presented in Fig. 5. It is clearly visible that the probe signal depends
on the thickness and the thermal conductivity of the layer. The strongest influence of
the layer thickness is observed for layers thinner than 1 µm. For layers thicker than
10 μm, the influence of the substrate thermal conductivity on the measured signal
can be neglected. Moreover, the influence of the substrate on the result of SThM
measurement depends on the thermal conductivity of the layer itself. For materials
with low thermal conductivity, the influence of the substrate remains noticeable for
thicknesses up to few µm, while for well-conductive materials it can be neglected
even for layers thinner than 1 µm. With decreasing thickness of the layer, the probe
signal approaches the limit value corresponding to the thermal conductivity of the
substrate. Similar behavior of SThM signal in case of different film and substrate
thermal conductivities was predicted in [42].
The SThM signal dependence on the layer thickness d can be described by empirical
expression
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Fig. 4 Relative probe voltage
changes, calculated on the basis
of FEM model, as a function of
the thermal conductivity ratio
κ/κ0 and the relative layer
thickness d/a for κ0 = 10
W·m−1·K−1 (a) and 100
W·m−1·K−1 (b). Comparison of
both signals for relative layer
thickness d/a =1 (c)
where Ubulk and Usub are the probe signals for the homogeneous samples with the
thermal conductivities κ and κ0, respectively, and d is the layer thickness for which
U = (Usub + Ubulk)/2. Equation (4) can be considered as the transfer function
of the two-phase system. For very thin layers, it is expected that the probe signal will
be approaching asymptotically to the value corresponding to the signal registered in
contact with the substrate material. With increasing layer thickness, the probe signal
approaches the value corresponding to the bulk sample. Solid lines in Fig. 5 are curves
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Fig. 5 Probe voltage as a function of thin layer thickness. Results of numerical simulations (points) and
theoretical curve fitting (solid lines) for κ0 = 10 W·m−1·K−1 (a) and 100 W·m−1·K−1 (b)
described by Eq. 4 fitted to the numerical data. Figure 6 shows the dependence of the
parameter d0 on the thermal conductivity κ of the layer for κ0 = 10 W·m−1·K−1.
It can be seen that this parameter approaches infinity for κ → κ0 and is smaller
than 10 nm for κ  κsub and κ  κ0. The d0 value can be used as a criterion of
treating the layer as a bulk sample. For d > 10d0, a difference between U (d) – Usub
and Ubulk – Usub is less than 10 %. Therefore, layers thicker than 10d0 can be treated
as bulk samples, and the influence of the substrate can be neglected.
The main goal of numerical analysis of the SThM measurement on layered samples
was to develop a method which allows for the determination of a corrected thermal
conductivity of the thin film from the apparent thermal conductivity obtained directly
from the experiment. The method is based on calibration curves obtained from the
numerical analysis. These curves were built using the SThM signal dependence on κ
and d for given κ0. Such curves obtained for κ0 = 100 W·m−1·K−1 are shown in
Fig. 7.
The principle of the calibration procedure is as follows. The apparent thermal
conductivity of the sample is obtained from experimental data, based on calibration
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Fig. 6 Dependence of the
parameter d0 on the thermal
conductivity of the layer for
κ0 = 10
Fig. 7 Correction of the results
obtained directly from SThM
measurement by calibration
curves constructed on the basis
of numerical simulations.
Exemplary contour plot created
based on numerical data
calculated for κ0 = 100
W·m−1·K−1
curve constructed from measurements performed for the reference samples of known
thermal conductivities. The corrected value of the thermal conductivity is read from
calibration curves based on numerical data. Starting from the point corresponding to
the apparent thermal conductivity value, along the line in the direction of decreasing
layer thickness, the corrected thermal conductivity value is read at the intersection
point with the line drawn at the point corresponding to the layer thickness.
3 Experimental Results and Discussion
In the experimental part, SThM measurements were performed for reference samples
of known thermal properties, two thin SiO2 samples and two thin BaTiO3 samples. The
thermal conductivities of reference samples are presented in Table 1. Thin layers were
prepared and characterized in the Institute of Microelectronics and Optoelectronics at
Warsaw University of Technology. SiO2 thin layers were manufactured by dry thermal
oxidation in a furnace with controlled ambient conditions fulfilling the Deal–Groove
model assumptions of thermal oxide growth. The thicknesses of the SiO2layers were
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Table 1 Reference samples











11 nm and 15 nm. The BaTiO3 films were deposited on n-type Si substrates using the
radio frequency plasma sputtering in argon atmosphere. The thickness of the layers
are 100 nm. One of the BaTiO3samples was annealed after deposition for 30 min at
600 °C in argon atmosphere. Results for BaTiO3 layers have been partially published
in Ref. [52]. The SThM measurements based on the determination of dynamic Rd and
static Rs electrical resistances of the thermal probe being in contact with the sample
and surrounding by air. Detailed description of the measurement technique and the
correlation between the measured signal and thermal properties of the sample can be
found in [50].
The SThM measurements were carried out using PSIA XE-70 scanning microscope
equipped with the thermal module. A nanofabricated thermal probe KNT-SThM-1an
(KELVIN Nanotechnology) was used. The probe was connected in series with a 10 k
balance resistor and driven with a sum of DC current of 1.5 mA and AC component of
amplitude of 0.075 mA and frequency 320 Hz. The probe electrical resistances were
determined for the probe being in contact with the samples and probe lifted 2.0 mm
above the sample surface. For each sample two measurement series were performed
at three different points on the sample surface.
SThM measurements were performed for SiO2 and BaTiO3 thin layers and ref-
erence samples. The results are presented in Fig. 8. The solid circles represent the
experimentally determined ratio (Rd−Rs)in
(Rd−Rs)out for reference samples. Taking into account
that the thermal resistance between the probe and its surroundings Rth can be described
by the expression [39,50]:






where h is the effective heat transfer coefficient describing convective cooling of the
probe, RthP is a sum the probe thermal resistance to the heat flux from the heat sources
to the probe sample contact and the thermal resistance of the thermal barrier at the
contact, κ is the thermal conductivity of the sample, and r is the probe–sample contact




1 + Bκ (6)
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Fig. 8 Results of SThM measurements for (a) thin SiO2 films and (b) thin BaTiO3 films: measured samples
(°), reference samples (•), and fitted curves (–) described by the Eq. 5 used for estimation of apparent values
of thermal conductivity. Dotted line indicates the calculated SThM signal value corresponding to the bulk
SiO2 thermal conductivity value of 1.38 W·m−1·K−1 [54] and bulk BaTiO3 thermal conductivity value of
4.6 W·m−1·K−1
where A = 4rRthP and B = A+ 4r /h ( it was assumed that for the probe in air
RthP → ∞). The solid lines in Fig. 8 are the best fit of Eq. 6 with an added constant to
reference data points. The constant describes additional convection loses through the
tip apex for the probe in air. In the next step, the fitted curve was used to determine the
apparent thermal conductivities of layered samples from Rth|in/Rth|out ratio (hollow
circles in Fig. 8). The obtained values are listed in the second column of Table 2. Table 2
presents the apparent thermal conductivity values of measured samples. These values
are estimated on the basis of the calibration curve constructed from the measurements
performed for investigated samples and reference materials. In case of thin films,
these values are disrupted by the influence of thermal properties of the substrate.
Because of the substrate influence, apparent conductivities directly obtained from
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Table 2 Apparent and corrected thermal conductivity values of investigated thin SiO2 and BaTiO3 layers.




SiO2 15.6 nm 3.2 0.6
SiO2 11.5 nm 4.9 0.5
BaTiO3 annealed 9.0 5.3
BaTiO3 non-annealed 7.0 4.1
Fig. 9 Corrected thermal
conductivity values for SiO2
layers (•) versus layer thickness
compared with experimental
data presented in Refs [55–60]
(°) and effective thermal
conductivity BTE model fitted to
the data (–)
calibration curve are higher than that for bulk materials. Also, apparent conductivity
values increase with decreasing layer thickness. A similar effect was observed in [53]
for apparent thermal conductivity values, taken from a direct SThM measurement
of thin amorphous silicon films, while considered as bulk materials. To estimate the
actual thermal conductivity of a thin film, a correction procedure has to be performed
on the apparent thermal conductivity values. In the last step, the actual value of the
thermal conductivity of the layer was deduced using the procedure described above
(the third column in Table 2).
Results obtained for BaTiO3 samples confirm earlier conclusions [52], based on the
analysis of probe phase signal, regarding the influence of the manufacturing process on
their thermal properties. The actual thermal conductivities obtained for SiO2 samples
are compliant with those obtained by other researchers (Fig. 9) [55–60]. The results
obtained in this work and accessible in literature can be described by the BTE model
of the effective thermal conductivity. The solid line in Fig. 8 is the best fit to the
experimental data based on Eq. 1.
The heat transport in investigated layers can still be described classically by
Fourier’s law. In the case of thinner layers, a transition from diffusive to ballistic
heat transport can be expected. Therefore predictions based on Fourier’s law can lead
to incorrect conclusions. In the ballistic heat transport, the majority of phonons fly
across the layer without scattering. The thinner the layer, the higher probability of
such process. Very thin layer is practically transparent to phonons so the heat abstrac-
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tion from the thermal probe tip is limited by the thermal conductivity of the substrate.
As a result, the actual thermal conductivity should approach this value. The next
problem is a continuity of very thin films. In the case of a non-continuous layer, the
contact area could embrace regions where direct contact between the probe and the
substrate occurs. In this case, there are two parallel channels of the heat transport to
the sample—through the thin film to the substrate and direct heat flux to the substrate.
With growing contribution of the second channel the effective thermal conductivity
should approach the value for the substrate.
4 Conclusions
It is shown that application of NThPs for SThM measurements can be used for quanti-
tative thermal measurements. Because of relatively low sensitivity of the probe voltage
on the thermal conductivity of the sample, measuring techniques providing good
signal-to-noise ratio and being immune to changes of environmental conditions must
be developed. One of them can be the technique based on simultaneous determination
of the static and the dynamic resistances of the NThP driven by the sum of dc and ac
currents, presented in this paper.
To analyze the possibility of determination of the thermal conductivity of thin film
deposited on thick substrate from SThM measurement, the numerical model based on
FEM was built. This model allows a comprehensive analysis of processes occurring
in the SThM probe–sample system. Simulations of SThM thin film measurements
were carried out and the influence of the thermal properties of the substrate on the
measured signal was investigated. The strongest substrate influence on SThM signal
was observed for layers with thicknesses smaller than 1 µm. The limit thickness, for
which the substrate influence disappears, is strongly related to the difference between
the thermal conductivities of the layer and the substrate. Results from the simulation
allowed for the correction procedure to be determined, which provides the possibility
for determining the corrected thermal conductivity of the layer from its apparent value.
It was shown that this procedure gives reasonable results for the investigated SiO2 and
BaTiO3 samples. The procedure can be used for layers of thicknesses comparable to,
or higher than the mean free path of heat carriers, i.e., when the heat transport can still
be properly described by the classical equations, on which the procedure was based.
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